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Executive Summary
A New Political Chapter
As an election year, FY11/12 presented both opportunities and challenges for the Peru
Support Group (PSG). The end of García’s term in office presented opportunities to
advance measures like the Prior Consultation Law which had stagnated in the latter years
of his administration. At the same time, the victory of a politically untested president
backed by a fragile congressional coalition presented challenges in that it was, at times,
difficult to discern what the precise priorities of the new government were.
Thus a significant part of our activity this year focused on helping our supporters navigate
the emerging political context in Peru. Work on this area began in earnest shortly before the
April elections, when we briefed a number of UK political contacts and All-Party
Parliamentary Groups (APPG) on the policy proposals of the various presidential candidates
(page 3). In June we held a public event featuring academic, parliamentary and NGO
perspectives on the challenges facing Ollanta Humala, the newly elected president. In
October we arranged a visit by Javier Diez Canseco, a congressman from the ruling party,
who presented government plans to tackle corruption, improve human rights and increase
social welfare. At our annual conference in November, eight speakers examined the extent
to which Humala had met campaign pledges to promote the rights of Peru’s poorest.
Shortly after, government policy appeared to shift away from support for local communities
following large-scale protests over a mining project in Cajamarca. To raise awareness of the
changes, we published a special edition of the Peru News and later invited José de
Echave, director of the Peruvian NGO CooperAcción, to the UK to give a public talk (page
7). José had served as vice environmental minister during the first few months of the Humala
administration and was therefore able to provide an insider’s perspective on its policies
regarding social conflict and consultation with indigenous groups.
Río Blanco / Monterrico Metals
Another key focus for the PSG in FY11/12 was the civil case brought against Monterrico
Metals for its alleged involvement in the abuse of protestors at its mine in Piura in 2005. We
met on several occasions with the law firm handling the case and were planning a series of
activities around the UK trial date. Following an out-of-court settlement in July we adapted
our campaign plans in an effort to ensure that, in the absence of a public trial, details of the
case were still widely disseminated. In cooperation with CAFOD we drafted a statement on
the settlement which was sent to a wide variety of contacts and published on our
respective websites. We subsequently researched the progress of Peruvian criminal
proceedings against the alleged perpetrators of the abuses and published our conclusions
in the September edition of the Peru Update. In addition, we wrote an extended case study
on the topic for an online portal run by several prestigious universities (page 10). The
material we provided will form a central part of undergraduate and postgraduate modules
at Kings College London and the University of Ulster from September 2012 and at other
academic institutions from January 2013. Our last action of the year on this issue was to visit
the region in February 2012 to discuss latest developments in the conflict with some of the
affected parties. We reported our findings in an op-ed article1 at the end of March.
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See: http://www.perusupportgroup.org.uk/article.php?article_id=545
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Advocacy
On the back of our involvement in the Monterrico case, we became aware of planned
legislation which would threaten the future of these types of legal proceedings in the UK. To
ensure that victims of abuses involving UK firms in Peru were still able to bring civil cases
before our courts, we began work on securing an amendment to the Legal Aid, Sentencing
and Punishment of Offenders Bill in November. In cooperation with other members of the
Corporate Responsibility Coalition we briefed several peers on this issue, who later agreed
to propose an amendment (page 4). We also raised this issue with UN Special Rapporteur
on Indigenous Rights James Anaya during a meeting in late 2011 (page 6). Additional
advocacy work this year included: persuading the UK government to pressure Peru to
comply with its obligations under International Labour Organisation Convention 169, and
providing information for various other elements of parliamentary business, particularly
concerning corporate social responsibility in the extractives sector (page 3). To this end, we
met with a number of MPs including the minister for Latin America, two shadow ministers for
Latin America and the head of the Peru APPG. We also met with a number of peers, the UK
ambassador to Peru, the head of South America at the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, and senior officials from the Peruvian embassy in the UK.
Inter-Agency Collaboration
We further expanded our collaboration with other UK and international agencies during the
year. The PSG coordinator continued to serve as co-chair of the Plataforma Europa Perú
throughout FY 11/12 and in late 2011 was also elected chair of the Latin America and
Caribbean group of Bond. These two networks, based in Brussels and London respectively,
bring together more than 75 NGOs working on human rights and sustainable development
issues in the region. In the face of a general withdrawal of European development
assistance to Latin America, our activities with Bond focused on highlighting to UK
parliamentarians the problems still faced by the region. In cooperation with members of
both networks we carried out a series of activities including meetings with European, British
and Peruvian government officials, as well as joint briefing documents, letters and press
releases (pages 5-6). Outside of these networks, the PSG also met with representatives from
more than thirty other organisations in the UK and Peru. Many of them later contributed
articles for our publications, gave presentations at our events, or provided us with useful
information and/or contacts.
Organisational Changes
As part of ongoing efforts to reduce expenditure we moved to a new office in north
London in March 2012. We have also sought to progress with an application for charitable
status and have recruited several potential trustees, rewritten our constitution and drafted a
statement on our charitable objects and public benefits for this purpose. These measures
were all approved during an extraordinary general meeting of our membership in
September. We have since filed our application with the Charity Commission, but remain in
discussions with them over some areas of our activity to date (page 14).
Finally, we have made renewed efforts to update our electronic presence and attract new
members. During the year we redesigned both our publications (the Peru Update and Peru
News), restructured and rewrote various sections of our website, and produced a new
campaigns leaflet for the organisation. Increasing our profile amongst young people and
the student community, in particular, was one of our key aims. Our coordinator has
therefore given talks about our organisation at various universities and careers fairs in recent
ii

months. We have also distributed campaign material to a number of gap year and
volunteering organisations to distribute to young people travelling to Peru. Partly as a result
of such initiatives we have significantly enlarged our support base during the year. By the
end of FY11/12 our social media presence was three times larger, our newsletter
subscriptions 40% higher, and membership numbers 25% greater than at the end of FY10/11.
Financial Summary
The PSG had a deficit £5,679 during FY11/12, which is better than that budgeted of £7,140.
The variance is mainly because of unbudgeted income earned from two sponsored events
during the year.
For FY12/13 we are expecting the grants from Christian Aid and CAFOD to be similar to
those in FY11/12 and the income from Workers Beer Company to be somewhat less than
this year. Current forecasts are that we will lose approximately £9,400 during FY12/13. This
deficit will be manageable during FY12/13 thanks to the £25,000 we currently hold in
reserves. However, if we do not find additional sources of income we are likely to face
serious financial difficulties sometime after October 2013.
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The Year in Context
Peruvian politics during the first few months of FY11/12 were dominated by campaigning in
advance of the country's congressional and presidential elections. The presidential race was
again hard fought with the fortunes of the five front-runners (Keiko Fujimori, Ollanta Humala,
Luis Castañeda, Alejandro Toledo and Pedro Pablo Kuczynski) changing dramatically in the
run-up to the first round vote in April. In the event, it was Humala and Fujimori who performed
best, winning 31.7% and 23.5% of the vote respectively.
In the first round ballot Humala’s principal support came from disaffected populations in the
Amazonian and Andean regions who sought to change economic policies which had
bestowed on them few benefits. However, in an effort to broaden his appeal in the second
round, Humala tacked to the centre and formed an alliance with the centre-right Perú
Posible party of Alejandro Toledo. This strategy, coupled with increased media and NGO
scrutiny of Fujimori’s political advisors, provided a boost to the Humala campaign in its final
days and allowed him to win, an albeit very narrow, electoral victory in June. He was
inaugurated as Peru’s ninety-fourth president in late July.
Social movements and local NGOs generally welcomed Humala’s victory, believing it would
usher in a new era in Peruvian politics. During the first few months, the president enacted a
series of legislative measures which did indeed represent a break with the policies of his
predecessor. To widespread acclaim, Humala passed the Prior Consultation Law shortly after
assuming office, making it compulsory for the state to consult with indigenous groups on
developmental and administrative decisions which affect them. He also implemented a
windfall tax on mining profits, pledging to use the funds raised to finance enlarged social
programmes in education, health and welfare.
However, during this initial period of government tensions and ideological divisions within the
ruling party became increasingly evident. These differences came to a head late last year as
residents of the Cajamarca region demonstrated against the proposed Minas Conga
project, a £3.1bn / US$4.8bn gold mine. While Prime Minister Salomon Lerner travelled to
Cajamarca to negotiate with the regional government and the protestors, in Lima a number
of senior political officials grew frustrated with this approach. Such individuals tended to view
the Conga project as a vital source of government revenue and perceived the
demonstrations to be rapidly getting out of hand.
Humala ultimately proved more sympathetic to these views than those of his prime minister.
In late November he declared a 60-day state of emergency in Cajamarca and deployed
troops to the area, arguing that such measures were required to restore order. These moves
effectively left Lerner without presidential backing and fundamentally undermined his
position within government. He tended his resignation shortly afterwards, prompting a
cabinet reshuffle which saw Oscar Valdés Dancuart appointed as his successor. The
appointment of Valdés, a retired colonel and Humala’s former instructor in the military
academy, raised eyebrows among some who feared it may lead to a militarisation of
government. Many cabinet members who had most enthusiastically backed progressive
reforms during the first few months were not reappointed under Valdés.
While the conflict over Conga and other formal mining concessions rumbled on, the Humala
administration had to also increasingly deal with conflicts by illegal and informal miners. In an
effort to clamp-down on this type of mining in the Madre de Dios region in November
Humala deployed troops and police to the region to destroy equipment belonging to gold
1

miners. The move sparked anger among the workers, some 5,000 of whom subsequently
blocked nearby roads in protest. After subsiding towards the end of 2011 the conflict flared
up again in mid-March when legislation was passed giving miners 120 days to adhere to
government standards or face up to ten years’ imprisonment. This provoked protests not only
in Madre de Dios but also in Otuzco (La Libertad), Puno, Arequipa and Piura, where
significant groups of informal or illegal miners also operate. The government was eventually
forced to withdraw the legislation in order to calm tensions. The underlying issues however,
remain unresolved. It thus appears likely that protests over both and informal extractive
activity are likely to remain central challenges for the Humala administration into FY12/13.
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Advocacy
Throughout the year the PSG has sought to keep issues affecting the poorest and most
vulnerable groups in Peru on the parliamentary agenda. To do so, we have frequently provided
policy makers with written and verbal briefings on relevant topics and have organised a series
of public events in parliament. Where appropriate we have also called for legislative changes
to ensure the Peruvian state acts in accordance with the numerous international commitments
it has made to uphold and respect human rights.
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO)
During the coordinator's trip to Peru in February 2012 the PSG met with James Dauris, the UK's
ambassador to Peru, as well as the Deputy Head of Mission David Graham and Climate
Change Attaché Patricia Iturreguí. The main topics discussed in the meeting were Humala's
action on social conflict and mining in the country, and the UK’s work on climate change in the
country. The PSG also invited Fiona Clouder, the FCO's South America head, to discuss UK policy
on Peru at a June 2011 event entitled 'Peru after the Elections' (page 7). Further, the FCO’s Latin
America researcher and Peru desk officer both attended a presentation by Gana Perú
Congressman Javier Diez Canseco organised by the PSG in November 2011. The PSG met
again with the Peru desk officer in March 2012, shortly before his first trip to the region, to discuss
issues of sustainable development and artisanal mining in Peru.
MPs and Peers
This year we have built on existing ties with a number of parliamentary contacts (including PSG
President Lord Avebury) and established relationships with new ones. Parliamentarians
attended, chaired or presented at a number of our events throughout the year (pages 5 and
7). Listed below are our other main interactions with MPs and peers in FY11/12:

2

•

In April 2011 we gave verbal briefings on the results of the first-round of the presidential
elections to Michael Connarty MP, head of the All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for
Peru, and Lord Avebury.

•

In advance of her meeting with the EU trade commissioner in June the PSG (along with
ABColombia) produced a briefing pack for Baroness Hooper on the proposed trade
agreement between the EU, Peru and Colombia.

•

The same month we produced, in cooperation with CAFOD and Christian Aid, a briefing
document on Peru’s election results, which included a list of civil society demands to the
new president. This was circulated to all members of the Peru and Latin America APPGs.

•

We met on several occasions with Emma Reynolds MP when she served as shadow
minister for Latin America. In July she asked a parliamentary question on corporate social
responsibility2 in Peru's extractive sector, following a joint request from the PSG, CAFOD
and Christian Aid.

•

In July we also gave a verbal briefing to Jeremy Browne MP, minister for Latin America,
prior to his trip to Peru to attend the presidential inauguration. During the meeting, we
requested that Minister Browne urge the Peruvian government to comply with its

See: http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2011-07-19b.67117.h#g67117.q0
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obligations under International Labour Organisation Convention 169 by passing a Prior
Consultation Law.
•

In September the PSG met with Baroness Coussins, a CSR expert who recently visited
Peru, to introduce her to our organisation. At a subsequent meeting with the PSG and
CAFOD Baroness Coussins agreed to propose an amendment3 to the Legal Aid,
Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill. The amendment would ensure victims of
human rights abuses involving UK companies abroad would be able to seek justice in UK
courts (as happened, for example, with the Río Blanco / Monterrico Metals case).

•

The PSG also provided Lord Avebury with background information on the implications of
the above legislation and details of the Monterrico Metals case. He spoke in support of
the amendment4 in January 2012.

•

In March 2012 the PSG participated in a second NGO briefing of Jeremy Browne MP
shortly before he travelled to Peru, Chile and Colombia.

•

Later the same month, we met again with Michael Connarty MP to update him on
developments in the Río Blanco case following the coordinator’s trip to Piura. He had
previously travelled to the region with the PSG delegation in 2006.

Embassy of Peru in the UK
The PSG remains committed to engaging regularly with members of the Peruvian embassy in
the UK. In June 2011 we accepted an invitation from then Ambassador Hernán Couturier to an
Independence Day celebration at the official residence. Following diplomatic reforms under
the new administration the ambassador’s post was left vacant from October to the end of
FY11/12. During this period the PSG stayed in regular contact with the embassy’s first secretary,
who attended a number of our events and with whom we met in March 2012 to discuss our
upcoming activities.

3
4

See: http://www.theyworkforyou.com/lords/?gid=2012-01-30a.1387.0
See: http://www.theyworkforyou.com/lords/?id=2012-01-30a.1330.6#g1392.0
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Inter-Agency Collaboration
The PSG continues to seek to foster collaboration and encourage knowledge sharing between
the various organisations working on human rights and development issues in Peru. This proved
to be a significant area of our activity during FY 11/12:
Bond Latin America and Caribbean Group
The PSG this year increased its participation in the Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) group of
Bond, an umbrella organisation for development agencies. The LAC group is comprised of over
60 UK-based NGOs which plan joint activities to raise awareness of, and influence UK policy
towards, the region. The PSG coordinator sat on the group’s steering committee for the whole
of FY11/12 and was elected to the position of chair in December 2011.
On behalf of the group, the PSG organised a parliamentary meeting in November entitled
‘Poverty and Inequality in Middle Income Countries’. The meeting featured presentations by
Kerry McCarthy MP, the shadow minister for Latin America, and representatives from Oxfam GB
and the Overseas Development Institute. The 25 attendees consisted of MPs, Latin American
embassy officials and development professionals. We later summarised the main conclusions
form the event for an article in the Bond Networker5 magazine in February 2012.
In March the PSG co-chaired a meeting between the Bond group and the Latin America APPG
- led by Baroness Hooper – which focused on human rights and climate change issues in the
region. The event was attended by 32 people, including 7 MPs and peers. After the event, Lady
Hooper requested that a meeting between the Latin America APPG and Bond LAC group be
held on an annual basis. The March event had followed an earlier meeting between the group
and Baroness Hooper in May 2011, in which the PSG participated.
Plataforma Europa-Perú (PEP)
The PEP is a network of NGOs and solidarity groups from seven European countries which seeks
to coordinate European campaigning and advocacy activities on Peru. While the original focus
of the PEP was to monitor the implementation of the recommendations from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, the network’s recent activity has centred more on the operations of
extractive firms in the country. This includes monitoring and campaigning on a whole host of
related issues including: human rights violations, indigenous and environmental rights and free
trade agreements. The network has proved to be a useful platform for conducting advocacy
work at a European level and has also served as a valued regular point of contact with
European-based NGOs.
The PSG coordinator served on the network's coordinating committee throughout the year and
played an active role in the following joint initiatives:
•

•

5

In September 2011 the PEP sent a letter to senior members of the new Peruvian
government (and Peruvian embassies in Europe) reintroducing the network and affirming
support for the new Prior Consultation Law.
Later, the PEP coordinating committee translated the law into several different
languages. The translated texts were then sent worldwide to partner organisations of PEP

See: http://www.bond.org.uk/data/files/networker/networker100.pdf
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•

•

members to be used as an advocacy tool in areas where consultation over mining
projects is also problematic.
In October the network held a group meeting with Gana Perú Congressman Javier Diez
Canseco in Brussels. The PEP also arranged for Congressman Diez Canseco to meet with
six Members of the European Parliament and various other NGO representatives whilst in
Europe.
Following protests over the Minas Conga project in December 2011 the PEP sent a letter
to Peruvian politicians and diplomatic staff denouncing the declaration of a state of
emergency in Cajamarca.

Many of the above initiatives were jointly carried out by the PEP and by CIDSE’s Peru Group, a
network of 16 catholic organisations with projects in Peru. Prior to increasing cooperation
between the networks this year, many areas of work had previously been duplicated by the
two entities.
Other Collaboration
Outside of the above two arenas the PSG has arranged, or participated in, a series of round
table meetings with various visiting experts. In October 2011 we organised a meeting in London
between Congressman Diez Canseco and representatives from Amnesty International,
Childreach International, HelpAge International, Latin American Mining Monitoring Programme
and Progressio. Issues of mining, social conflict and welfare reform were discussed during the
meeting. In November the PSG participated in discussions with the UN Special Rapporteur on
Indigenous Rights James Anaya at the London office of Global Witness. During the meeting we
raised concerns about the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Bill and its
implications for indigenous groups seeking to bring human rights cases against UK firms. Finally,
in March 2012 we arranged for former Vice Environmental Minister José de Echave to meet with
representatives from Amnesty International and CAFOD, as well as a number of UK academics.
In addition to the above, we have met with numerous other organisations to discuss areas of
common interest and possible collaboration during the year. Such organisations included:
ABColombia, Amazon Watch, Bolivia Information Forum, Childhope UK, the Business and
Human Rights Resource Centre, Fairtrade Foundation, Gouranga, International State Crime
Initiative, London Mining Network, Peace Brigades International and SCIAF. We have also met
with representatives from private companies including Leigh Day, the firm of lawyers handling
the litigation case bought by rural Peruvians against Monterrico Metals Plc, and IHS Global
Insight, a political risk firm.

6

Public Events, Outreach and Press
During FY11/12 the PSG has sought to raise awareness of our organisation and of the issues on
which we work through a series of public events and press work. This year we organised or
participated in the following initiatives:
Events:
Peru after the Elections, 22nd June 2011
The PSG, CAFOD and Christian Aid hosted a panel discussion in the aftermath of the Peru’s
presidential election to discuss upcoming human rights and development challenges. The
event featured presentations by Paulo Drinot (senior Latin America lecturer at the Institute for
the Study of the Americas), Álvaro García (South America campaigner at Amnesty
International), Fiona Clouder (South America head at the FCO) and Emma Reynolds MP
(shadow minister for Latin America). The event was chaired by Lord Avebury and attended by
approximately 40 people.
New Directions in Peruvian Politics, 14th October 2011
This PSG event, hosted by the Institute for the Study of the Americas, featured analysis of the
social reforms proposed by the Humala administration. The talk was given by Congressman
Javier Diez Canseco of the ruling Gana Perú party and was chaired by Lord Avebury.
Approximately 60 people attended, including two FCO representatives.
100 Days of Humala: Policies and Perspectives
PSG Annual Conference, 29th October 2011
The annual conference was held this year at CAFOD’s offices in London. Speaking at the event
were Gustavo Gorriti (renowned investigative journalist and head of IDL Reporteros), Rosemary
Thorp CBE (former chair of Oxfam GB and emeritus fellow of St Antony’s College, Oxford), John
Crabtree (research associate at Oxford University’s Latin America Centre), Jessica Budds
(lecturer in environment and development at Reading University), Diego Moya-Ocampos (Peru
analyst for IHS Global Insight), Natalia Sobrevilla (head of Hispanic studies at University of Kent),
James Copestake (professor of international development at University of Bath) and Lord
Avebury. The event featured workshops on extractives/environmental issues, economic policy,
and social and foreign policy. Approximately 50 people attended.
Mining Investment and Social Conflict in Peru, March 2012
The PSG invited José de Echave, director of Peruvian NGO CooperAcción and former vice
environmental minister, to give a talk on the Minas Conga protests and the wider issues of
mining and conflict in the country. Approximately 30 people attended.
Outreach Events:
An Introduction to Campaigning Organisations, April 2011
The PSG coordinator presented the work of our organisation, and of campaigning organisations
in general, to approximately 20 undergraduate students of Latin American politics at the
University of Kingston.
The Chasqui Challenge, September 2011
The PSG entered four supporters to this fundraising marathon / half-marathon in
Cambridgeshire. Our campaign material was distributed to all 300 participants at the end of
the race. We also displayed our work on a stall at an Andean fair accompanying the event.
7

Careers Spotlight – Peru Support Coordinator, October 2011
The PSG coordinator gave a talk at King’s College London to promote the annual conference
and to give a brief introduction to our work to a group of over 20 students. Several of those
present subsequently attended the conference and became PSG members.
International Development and Volunteering Fair, January 2012
The PSG held a stall at this event run by the London School of Economics and the School of
Oriental and African Studies. Approximately 500 people attended the fair.
Getting into International Development, March 2012
The PSG participated in this University of London careers fair which approximately 300 people
attended.
Press:
‘Peruvians Poised for Election Split’, April 2011
The PSG provided background information, academic contacts and quotations for this article
which appeared in The Vibe and The Fourth Estate publications.
Response to ‘The Trials of Miners’, July 2011
An article by The Economist inaccurately portrayed the causes of a social conflict in Puno in
July. The PSG wrote a response6 to the article that was published on The Economist’s website.
Monterrico Metals, July 2011
Following the settlement of legal proceedings against UK mining firm Monterrico Metals the PSG
wrote a small piece on the background of the case for a New Statesman article.7 We also
drafted a press release which was sent to a variety of press contacts in the UK and Peru, and
was disseminated via our website and social media pages.

6
7

See: http://www.economist.com/comment/967745#comment-967745
See: http://www.newstatesman.com/south-america/2011/07/humala-lula-peru-brazil-garcia
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Publications and Resources

Peru Update
The Peru Update is a bi-monthly publication featuring analysis and opinion on issues affecting
the country’s poorest and most vulnerable groups. The publication was redesigned in FY11/12
to give a more modern and colourful appearance (see above left). This year it featured
articles, often written by local experts or partner organisations, analysing topics including: the
situation of Afro-Peruvians, Peru’s implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, racism in social media and the difficulties of access to justice for the poor. Each edition
also included an editorial article, which outlined our position on key developments in the
country.
An archive of previous editions of the Update, dating back to 2001, is available in the members’
section of our website. Selected articles are also published more widely in the public section of
the website and on our social media pages.
Update Extra
The PSG periodically produces Update Extra publications which provide more in-depth analysis
of a particular subject. Previous editions have dealt with gender relations in Peru and the
legacy of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. In FY11/12 the PSG conducted interviews
and research in Peru for a new Update Extra examining the phenomenon of artisanal and
small-scale mining in Peru. This is due to be published around June 2012.
Peru News
Since 2005 we have published a monthly news bulletin entitled Peru News. In September 2011
we redesigned the publication to bring it in-line with our website. During 2011/2012 an
9

additional 286 people signed-up to receive the bulletin, which now has 937 subscribers. This
represents an increase of over 40% on last year.
E-Learning Portal: Río Blanco
This year the PSG contributed a 5,500 word case study entitled ‘Torture at the Río Blanco Mine:
A State Corporate Crime?’ to an e-learning portal run by King's College London, the Harvard
Humanitarian Initiative, the University of Hull and the University of Ulster. Our case study revolves
around primary source materials which illustrate the nature of relations between local
communities in Piura, the mining firm and the Peruvian government both before and after the
2005 abuses. It also features a number of exercises, discussion points and group activities to
encourage students to engage further with the topic. The material in the portal will be
embedded in undergraduate and postgraduate modules at Kings College London and the
University of Ulster from September 2012 and will be publicly available from January 2013. The
project operators estimate that the site will receive between 15,000 and 40,000 hits per month.
Website
One of our main points of contact with the public and our members continues to be our
website. The public section of the site (there is also an area accessible only to members) is
updated regularly with news, articles and details of upcoming events. During FY11/12 we
restructured the ‘key issues’ section of the website to more closely reflect our areas of work over
the last few years. To this area we added new content on the country’s political and historical
background, human rights context, social conflict, consultation processes, discrimination and
inequality. The increased relevance of this information was reflected by the fact that visitors to
our site spent an average of 20% longer on each page then they did last year.
In FY11/12 we had just under 25,000 page views of our website, slightly lower than the 34,000
registered in FY10/11. However, last year’s figure was skewed by the fact that our organisation
was mentioned in a televised debate shortly before Lima’s mayoral election (we received
15,000 page views in one month). For the vast majority of the year, monthly website traffic was
in fact between 30 and 150% higher than last year.
Social Media
As part of ongoing efforts to interact with a new demographic of supporters the PSG further
expanded its social media presence this year. We regularly published campaign material on
Facebook, Twitter, the Latin American Bureau community pages and on GOXI, a networking
site for those working on extractive industry governance. The number of people following us on
such media nearly tripled during the year to just over 300.
Library and Resources
Spatial limitations forced the PSG to downsize its library in late 2009. Nevertheless we maintain a
small selection of publications on Peruvian history and society.
Information
We receive regular bulletins from a wide variety of Peruvian organisations which provide an
invaluable source of up-to-date information on political, social and economic rights in the
country. We also receive and respond to a significant number of requests for information or
contacts from the general public, NGO representatives, academic institutions and private firms.
10

Visits and Visitors
Visitors to the UK
This year the PSG hosted two visits by Peruvian experts, one of Javier Diez Canseco in October
2011 and the other by José de Echave in March 2012 (pages 6-7). A planned third visit by
investigative journalist Gustavo Gorriti had to be cancelled due to visa complications. Gustavo
instead presented at our annual conference via video link.
Visit to Peru
During a two and a half week trip in February 2012 the PSG coordinator attended meetings with
Peruvian civil society organisations, community leaders and government representatives in
Lima, Cajamarca and Piura. The objective of the trip was to discuss the political context in Peru
following the cabinet reshuffle and to hear from local organisations and campaigners how best
we may support their activities. A secondary objective was to conduct interviews and gather
relevant materials for an upcoming publication on artisanal and small-scale mining in Peru. The
coordinator met with the following organisations and individuals during the visit:
Lima - Meetings
APRODEH: Francisco Soberon Garrido, executive director.
AVINA: Martin Beaumont, programmes director.
British Embassy: James Dauris, ambassador, David Graham, deputy head of mission, and Patricia
Iturregui, climate change attaché.
Christian Aid: Cecilia Gianella, Peru country manager.
CooperAcción: José de Echave, director, and Julia Cuadros, subdirector.
FEDEPAZ: Javier Jahncke, senior legal advisor.
Gana Perú Party: Javier Diez Canseco, congressman.
Institute of Social Development Networks: Olinda Orozco Zevallos, president.
Oxfam America: Louise Clark, monitoring, evaluation and learning regional coordinator, and Rocío Ávila
Fernández, extractive industries programme officer.
Red Muqui: Edwin Gonzales, executive secretary.
Red Social: Federico Gamarra Chilmaza, consultant.
Revenue Watch: Carlos Monge, Latin America regional coordinator.
Small-scale Mining Society of Peru: Manuel Rainoso Rivas, president.
Carlos Soria, environmental consultant.
Miguel Levano, artisanal mining researcher and former official at the Office of the Human Rights
Ombudsman.
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Victor Paches, artisanal mining researcher.
Lima - Water March
The coordinator's visit coincided with the arrival of those participating in the Water March from
Cajamarca to Lima. The coordinator attended the academic and NGO forum which accompanied the
march and heard presentations by:
AIDESEP: Alberto Pizango, president.
CONACAMI: Magdiel Carrión, president, and Mario Palacios, former president.
Labour Centre – Pasco: Luz Gladys Huaman, director.
Movimiento Tierra y Libertad: Marco Arana, president.
Regional Government of Cajamarca: Alicia Quispe, ZEE-OT project coordinator.
RedGE: Alejandra Alayza, executive coordinator.
Hugo Cabieses, former natural resources minister.
Jorge Rimanachin, congressman for Cajamarca.
A number of community leaders from Cajamarca, Pasco and Piura.
Cajamarca - Meetings
Cajamarca National University: José Rodriguez Vika, professor.
GIZ: María Cristina Chambizea, technical advisor: German development assistance.
GRUFIDES: Pablo Sánchez, director, Sergio Sánchez, sustainable development group, and Laura Locio,
environmental engineer.
Human Rights Ombudsman's Office of Cajamarca: Augustin Moreno, president.
Regional Government of Cajamarca: Sara Palacios Sánchez, counsellor.
Women and Family Association: Cecilia and Socorro barrantes zurita, founders/presidents.
María Castañeda, political and environmental consultant.
Community leaders from Celendín.
Piura - Meetings
Cooperacción: Mireia Lopez, project coordinator.
Radio Cutivalú: Edwin Enrique Cavero García, information services coordinator.
Julio Vasquez, journalist and torture victim.
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Organisational Governance
Staff
The PSG employs a full-time coordinator who manages all aspects of the organisation's
activities on a day-to-day basis. During the year the coordinator has been variously assisted by
four volunteers who provided invaluable support to the organisation. These interns were
involved in a wide variety of research tasks, news monitoring and analysis, and helping to run
our social media accounts. The PSG would like to express its gratitude to all our volunteers for
their highly valued assistance during the year. In particular, we would like to thank Carlos
Zecenarro and Theodora Bradford for their hard work and dedication.
Management Committee
The work of the coordinator is overseen by the PSG's management committee, a body
comprising sixteen eminent academics and professionals from various sectors. Meetings
between the coordinator and the committee are held approximately every six weeks, with
more in-depth strategy meetings additionally taking place every six months. Many members of
the committee also frequently travel to Peru, facilitating communication with the various
organisations with which we work.
Individuals are usually invited to the committee by existing members, with their appointment
subject to approval by the broader membership at the Annual General Meeting (AGM). At this
year's meeting Francis McDonagh, former programmes head for the Andean region at CAFOD,
was unanimously voted onto the committee. All existing committee members and the PSG's
president were also re-elected by the PSG membership.
Committee members generously donate their time, advice and expertise to the organisation.
They regularly contribute articles to the Peru Update newsletter, help with the editorial process
of publications, provide the coordinator with guidance and contacts, and occasionally
participate in expert panels during public events. The treasurer additionally provides valued
assistance on financial and governance matters pertaining to the organisation. The
participation of the various committee members is vital to our work and we would like to
express our sincere thanks to all for their contributions throughout the year.
Membership
The PSG continues to benefit from a committed and enthusiastic membership. A number of
members help organise events, attend public meetings, provide contacts or legal advice, and
assisted with translation/interpreting work. Our AGM also provides members with an opportunity
to help shape the campaign activities of the PSG over the coming year. As such, our
membership strengthens our mandate and maintains our credibility by ensuring that we are
both answerable to, and supported by, a wide constituency in the UK.
After leaving the membership fee unchanged for a number of years we decided in August
2011 to increase the charge for new members to £20 waged and £10 unwaged. To encourage
payment by standing order, thus minimising administrative costs and increasing the likelihood of
repeat subscriptions, we now offer a 10% discount to those who sign-up using this method.
In addition to the outreach activities listed earlier in this report (pages 7-8) we carried out a
number of other initiatives in an effort to increase our membership. In August we produced a
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new leaflet detailing our organisation's key campaign priorities and the major challenges faced
by Peru. We also wrote a six-page background to Peru's political history, development and
human rights issues which we then sent to the Vine Trust, the Project Trust and Cactus Worldwide
to distribute among groups of young people travelling to Peru.
At year end the PSG had 135 up-to-date members, representing an increase of 24% on FY10/11.
We remain very grateful to all our members for their continued support.
Application for Charitable Status
Following an earlier decision by the committee, ratified by the members at two prior AGMs, the
PSG this year proceeded with an application to become a charitable association. Charitable
status would be beneficial as it would enable us to forge closer relationships with partner
organisations, provide external recognition that the organisation is competently run, and confer
modest financial benefits through schemes such as Gift Aid.
Before submitting our application, we recruited four potential trustees, drafted our proposed
charitable objects and outlined suggested changes to our constitution to facilitate our
application. During an Extraordinary General Meeting of the PSG8 in September 2011 all these
measures were unanimously approved by our members. We received a first response from the
Commission in November 2011, requesting a significant amount of further information regarding
the nature of our activities. We replied to these queries in early December 2011, but did not
receive a substantive response back until March 2012. In this latest correspondence the
Commission raised further concerns over whether all our activities legally qualify as charitable.
At the time of writing, we were obtaining legal advice before drafting a second response.

8

See: http://perusupportgroup.org.uk/files/fckUserFiles/file/060911%20EGM%20minutes.doc
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End of Year Accounts
FY11/12
The PSG is funded by grants from donor NGOs and from subscriptions and gifts. The major donors
are CAFOD and Christian Aid. These donors support us through a programme agreed on a threeyearly strategy with yearly detailed definitions of activities. This programme covers ongoing
activities such as research (including visits to Peru by the coordinator), advocacy, publication of
the Peru Update and other material as judged necessary, event management etc. We are
grateful for continuing support from these donors.
Subscriptions and gifts make a contribution to this programme and to projects that are partfunded by donors. As always, we thank our members and donors for their contributions.
In addition there have been various fundraising activities:
• Sponsored bike ride that raised £477 net.
• Chasqui sponsored walk that raised £741 net.
• Workers Beer Company’s volunteer scheme that raised £2,583.
We are particularly grateful to Peter Low, our coordinator, not only for organising various
fundraising activities, but also for undertaking the sponsored bike ride from London to Oxford in
July. We also thank the four supporters who participated in the Chasqui Challenge, a sponsored
walk around Grafham Water. Finally, we are grateful to the approximately 25 volunteers who
worked at the summer music festivals in the Workers Beer Company’s volunteer scheme.
Last year we hoped that, had we become a charity, we might have started having some extra
income from Gift Aid. A discussion on the submission to become a charity is given earlier in this
report.
The deficit on the year of £5,679.04 is significantly better than the loss of £7,140 that was budgeted.
This was mainly because of the unbudgeted extra income from the Chasqui Challenge and the
sponsored bike ride.
FY12/13
For FY12/13 we are expecting the grants from Christian Aid and CAFOD to be similar to those in
FY11/12. We expect income from Workers Beer Company to be somewhat less than that for
FY11/12, in particular because there will be no Glastonbury Festival in the year.
We expect to have a deficit in the order of £9.4k in FY 12/13. Based on the reserves we have in our
bank account at the end of this year FY11/12 and grant income continuing as before, and
assuming no replacement of the shortfall, the PSG would run out of money completely in about
two and a half years (Oct 2014). However, to run our finances effectively we need to have about
three months of running costs (c.£8k) in our reserves; this point would be reached in about Jan
2014. A more serious issue would be that any sensible coordinator would be looking for a new job
well before the money ran out. Recruiting a replacement would then prove difficult unless there
was an expectation that the job would last at least one year. Further, a year before we ran out of
money we would need to warn our subscribers of the possibility. So sometime after Oct 2013, when
we might be without a coordinator, it could become difficult to guarantee that we could fulfil the
plans we had set out to our funders and members.
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Statement of Accounts
The PSG’s financial year is from 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2012. The accounts below are prepared
on a cash basis: receipts and expenditures are recognised when they occur.9 The accounts show
the budget agreed at the beginning of the year and the actual outcome at the end of the year.
Notes are provided to explain significant variances.
Payments and Receipts FY11/12
Payments

Budget

Rent & Insurance
3,300.00
Salary & National Insurance
26,000.00
Volunteers
100.00
Equipment & Stationery
150.00
Travel
1,500.00
500.00
Phone & Fax, Email & Website
Postage
30.00
Printing & Copying
60.00
Resources
200.00
Events
50.00
Materials
50.00
Visitor expenses
200.00
Other
50.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS
32,190.00

Actual

3,632.3710
24,126.46
102.31
14.17
2,187.6211
424.49
44.14
296.7612
439.4213
83.69
60.00
336.46
133.8114
31,881.70

Receipts

9

Grants
Subscriptions
Donations
Events income
Special Grants
Other
Interest
TOTAL RECEIPTS

20,000.00
1,600.00
400.00
0.00
3,000.00
0.00
50.00
25,050.00

19,750.00
1,912.56
1,806.5415
0.00
2,582.9916
125.28
25.29
26,202.66

GRAND TOTAL

-7,140.00

-5,679.0417

Thus for example a cheque from a donor might be received in January for work to be done January to July; this receipt would
be recognised in January. Expenses would each be recognised as they occur between January and July.
10
The PSG changed office again in March 2012. This includes a net rental deposit cost of £693 being the difference between
the three month deposit required for the new office and the return of the one month deposit for the old one.
11
The budget for the Coordinator’s trip to Peru was underestimated. Some travel costs associated with fundraising (Chasqui
etc) are included. Internal rail / bus costs were higher than anticipated.
12
Additional expenditure relates to the printing of a new leaflet during the year.
13
This includes purchase of a notebook computer.
14
This includes £100 of cost associated with setting up the Chasqui Challenge.
15
This includes revenue from the Chasqui Challenge and the Peter Low sponsored bike ride.
16
Funds received from the Workers Beer Company volunteer fundraising scheme were rather less than forecast in the budget.
17
The actual deficit is less than the budgeted £7,140 loss mainly because of the Chasqui Challenge and sponsored bike ride
income.
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Balance Sheet FY11/12
Petty Cash
01-Apr-11
31-Mar-12
Difference

18
19

-12.39
40.07
52.46

Current
account
1,139.21
1,585.43
446.22

Deposit account
31,053.64
23,411.92
-7,641.72

Cheques or income received but not yet cashed by PSG.
Cheques sent or charges made by PSG but not cashed by recipient.
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Assets18
0.00
480.00
480.00

Liabilities19

Total

-1,109.00 31,071.46
-125.00 25,392.42
984.00 -5,679.04

Independent Examiner’s Report
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